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ABSTRACr
This study investigated the airwake of an AOR Class model ship to provide basic
flow pattern and velocity information to aid in solving the elusive problem of blade
strikes experienced by H-46 helicopters when they engage or disengage rotors aboard
AOR ships. This investigation used the NPS flow visualization tunnel modified to
simulate the atmospheric boundary layer. A detailed visualization was completed of the
airflow near the flight deck area of a four-foot model in a stationary mode, utilizing
helium bubbles, smoke, photographic and video equipment. The results show th,:1 the
airwake is usually made up of two regions, one that is relatively smooth and one that is
extremely turbulent. The dividing line is a shear layer that is created from the air flowing
around the port face of the hangar. Another feature found both in the flow visualization,
as well as the velocity measurements, was the presence of a significant upward
component of flow over the port edge of the flight deck. It was found that tLis flow had
nearly the same speed as the velocity measured at the ship's anemometer position but was
inclined at an angle of between i5' and 25" This upward Dow, combined with the
highly variable recirculations over the flight deck could be a significant contributing
factor in the occurrence of blade strikes. In addition, some attempts were made to
eliminate some of the more unruly flow patterns by using curved deflectors. These
attempts had some success but will require further study.
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One of the most important aspects of the Navy's mission is to provide the country's
first line of defense, which often requires long-distance travel to the point of deployment.
To accomplish this, the logistic support of the 'Mobile Logistic Support Force'" (MILSF)
ships [Ref. 1] is needed. This group of ships consists of the following ship
classes: AE, AO, AOR, AFS and AOE. These ships travel with the fleet, carrying most
of the needed supplies for that particular fleet's dep!oymenL During this deployment, the
supply ship will replenish the warships with the necessry fuel and material goods.
There are two basic methods used to accomplish these resupply operations; connected
replenishment (CONREP) and vertical replenishment (VERTREP) [Ref. 1].
CONREP is accomplished by maneuvering the two ships so that they are side by
side, approximately 80 to 200 feet apart. The goods are transferred via a trolley type
system over high tension cables that are connected to both ships. This method is used
when the supply ship refir1 other shins; or for transferring heavier loads than can be
transferred by VERTREP.
The second method of replenishment is VERTREP, which is accomplished by
placing the material goods into a cargo net. Then, by using a sling that is attached to this
net, the goods are carried underneath a helicopter from the supply ship to the receiving
ship. NWP-14 Rev. D states that, "this method permit:; increased flexibility and
considerable latiiude in replenishment, particularly regarding time and location of the
underway replenishment (UNREP) operation. The specific advantages to using
VER.IREP instead of CONREP are:
1. Reduction in overall time required to replenish the supported forces or units
2. Reduction or elimination of time that screening ships are required to be off station
3. Reduction in personnel involved
4. Capability of replenishing units in a dispersed formation
". Capability of replr.,sL rig units engaged in tasks which make it impossible for
them to come alongsice
6. Capability of replenishing units in heavy weather conditions wheit alongside
steaming is hazardous or impossible
7. Capability of replenishing units on station in shallow water or at anchor."
In summary, long fleet deployments required for national security need many
helicopter operations to accomplish efficient logistic support. An essential element of the
VERTREP operation is the H-46 helicopter.
B. THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
The H-46 helicopter is the principal helicopter used for VERTREP. Using a tandem
rotor configuration, the H--46 is m,.a more tolerant of varying wind directions over the
ship decks than tail rotor helicopters. However, the H-46 is not without problems, one
of the most prominent of which is its tendency to have blade strikes under varying
conditions, particularly in the presence of port-side winds on AOR class ships.
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A blade strike occurs when a rotor blade impacts the fuselage of the helicopter
while the rotor is turning. Blade strikes typically occur in the low rotor rpm regime (less
that 20% of normal rotor rpm), which is encountered during rotor engagement and
disengagement. The best method to avoid blade strikes is to operate within the safe wind
envelopes that are determined by the Naval Air Test Center (NATC).
The process of establishing the safe envelopes is called "dynamic interface testing,"
and is accomplished by testing the various flight operations of the desired type of
helicopter, on and around the desired ship. This testing determines what wind speed and
direction combinations allow safe operation of the helicopter. As one can guess, this
process is long. laborious, and expensive, and frequently aborted or curtailed because of
calm weather. In addition, it is only valid for the particular ship-helicopter combination
tested.
One type of ship-helicopter combination that has proven to be more elusivc in
yielding a consistently safe envelope is the AOR-1 class ship and the H.46 helicopter.
Past operations allowed the use of the wind envelope shown in Figure 1 for rotor
engagement and disengagement, which is the most permissive envelope. All angles are
referenced such that the helicopter's nose aiways points in thc 00101' direction and angles
are measured clockwise. Dynamic interface tests by NATC, as well as prast experience
by operational squadrons, have shown that this envelope does not guarantee safe rotor
engagemcnts/disengagements for H-46 helizopters aboard AOR ships. To combat this
problem, some helicopter squadrons have started using the wind envelope determined for
operations on aircraft carriers [Ref. 2]. This has no scientific basis since the flows
3
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Figcure 1. 8-46 Rotor Enqagoemnt/Diuengagenaant Envelope. (Ref. 1]
are radically different, but has shown so~me success in ths squadroun's histories by
reducing the frequency of the occurrence of blade strikes. This envelope is more
restricti-,e in that it requires the wind speeds from the 2500 through 0300, relative to the
helicopter's nose, be only 20 knots or less. Despite this additional restriction, blade
strikes still have occurred.
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All underway replenishment (UNREP) operations require very careful planning and
execution. On the supply ship, the required items must be brought out of storage and
placed on deck in the same order as they will be transferred. Items that must be
transferred to the first receiving ship should be readily accessible, being at the head of
the line, so to speak, and not behind the other items that wil! be transferred later in the
LJNREP operation. Due to the limited deck space available, careful and orderly packing
is required. A blade strii.e can cause a serious interruption in that UNREP operation,
hampering the fleet schedule and leading to the possible loss of material goods, especially
,food items.
In addition, damage to the helicopter from a blade strike can be very expensive as
is evidenced by one particular blade strike that cost $491,911 to repair the helicopter to
operational status [Ref. 3].
Because of these factors and for the safety of the crew, dynamic interface testing
has continued on this particular ship-helicopter combination. However, at the present
time testing is veiy expensive, e.g. one set of tests, off the southern Californian coast, cost
approximately $45,000. Unfortunately, the environmtnta! conditions were too limited to
permit the desircd range of wind speeds and directions to be obtained, consequently, ..-
little data were acquired. [Ref. 4]
Continuing investigation is required to determine the cause of the blade strike
problem. Unfortunately, as shown above, the environment of the open ocean is a poor
laboratory, and is not cooperative enough to allow thorough, uniform dynamic interface
testing. This study attempts to circumvent the lack of control inherent in nature by using
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a wind tunnel that is specially set up to simulate the atmospheric boundary layer. This
wind tunnel provides the uniform conditions necessary to thoroughly determine the flow
patterns around the flight deck area. It is hoped that, from studying these flow patterns,
some of the contributing factnrs of the blade strike problem can be determined.
A few quantitative measurements were made to investigate the flow velocity at the
location of the model ship's anemometer and several locations over the flight deck.
These were taken in an attempt to establish a database for comparison with other data
obtained in the real world at some future time, and to determine the relative magnitudes
of the velocity statistics on the deck and in the free stream flow.
4
Although this study will primarily benefit the H-.46 community, it also has a broader
scope in that it identifies some of the poor aerodynamic features of the AOR class ship,
such as the large hangar with square corners and the high flight deck. These poor
features, discussed in detail later in the Results and Conclusion chapters, should be
avoided in future ship designs.
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II. BACKGROUND
A. BLUFF BODY AERODYNAMICS
Understanding bluff body aerodynamics is the first step to understanding the three-
dimensional airflow experienced by the ship, the helicopter deck, and subsequently the
helicopter rotor. Unfortunately, bluff body aerodynamics is a lengthy subject so the
following will cover only the highlights of the subject. Detailed discussions are available
in the references cited below.
By definition, a bluff body is one that has, for given flow conditions, a massive
separated region in its wake [Ref. 5]. It becomes apparent that Navy ships can be
considered three-dimensional bluff bodies after first observing the design of a typical navy
ship, the DD-963, and then observing a schematic of a flow visualization representation
over a DD-963 model [Ref. 14], see Figure 2. To aid in understanding the complexity
of the flow around a bluff body, one can look at a study by Hunt, Abell, Peterka, and
Woo [Ref. 6]. This study established the presence of an inverted U-shaped vortex
on the downwind side of the body whose ends remained in contact with the ground, as
shown in Figure 3. In addition, it was established that turbulence causes the reattachment
point to be highly unstable, and alters the flow field around the body by producing
increased mixing near the separated shear layers [Ref. 5]. Trying to relate this flow to
actual airflow over ships is an extremely difficult task. One cannot find many studies on
the subject and even those that do exist have serious flaws. This rest~ar,:her's study along
7
Figure 2. Flow Pattern over Model Ship Hangar Deck (Ref. 14)
with other studies currently being done at the Naval Postgraduate School will, hopefully,
improve that situation. For now, one must look to studies of somewhat similar objects.






Figure 3. Flow Kround 3-D Block (Ref. 6).
One such area, where much time and effort have been devoted, is in the area of wind
flow around buildings [Ref. 7].
Recent investigations in the flow around buildings have advanced the understanding
of physical flow processes occurring in the near and far wake regions. But, according to
Sinha and Gupta [Ref. 8], there is still a high level of misunderstanding on how
the winds actually flow around the building despite the many studies d3ne in this area.
They believe that these misconceptions are probably caused by "conceptual extensions of
two-dimensional flow". Studies which have been conducted in boundary layer wind
tunnels [Ref. 8.10 in Ref. 7] show that three-dimensional objects have fundamental
differences in flow patterns relative to those of two-dimensional objects.
Figure 4 provides an illustration of the flow patterns around a square building; this
shape is more or less typical of modern shipboard helicopter hangars. The figure shows
Figure 4. Flow Over a Square Building with the Flow Moving from Left
to Right. [Ref. 7]
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that the approaching flow is divided by a streamline which stagnates on the side of the
building. This phenomenon is dependent to the first order, on building height-to-width
ratio, building height-to-boundary-layer-height ratio and upstream surface roughncss
[Ref. 7]. The lower part of this flow strikes the building, flows downward and rolls up
into a vortex. It then wraps around the building into the horseshoe shape, like that which
is shown in Figure 3. This horseshoe vortex can be identified in the flow for quite some
distance downstream. The wind that impinges above the stagnation region, which occurs
somewhere near the top of the building's face depending on building height-to-width ratio
[Ref. 7], flows out toward the front edges of the object. As the flow reaches the edges
it separates and may or may not reattach to the surface of the obstacle before reaching
the leeward edge. This reattachment depends on many factors such as building-length-to
width ratio, height-to-length ratio and upstream roughness.
A separation cavity covers the rear face of the object, whose length is defined by
the distance from the building to the centerline reattachment point downwind of the body,
and is normalized by the building height. It can vary from two to six building heights
[Ref. 11 in Ref. 7]. As a result of this variation, the reattachment "point" is more
accuraieiy called a reattachment zone. There is an equivalent zone on a ship's flight
deck. The airflow on many ships would not correspond to the flow just discussed.
However, the airstream tends to divide and flow around the ship, like that shown in the
figure, so the previously discussed flow is not completely unrealistic.
To get a clear picture of this separation cavity is quite difficult, due to the high level
of turbulence inside this region. Bearing in mind that the size of the cavity changes with
10
ship yaw angle and, to some degree, with pitching and rolling of the ship, it is little
wonder that creating an accurate rotor engage/disengage envelope has been both difficult
and unsuccessful.
B. FLOW VISUALIZATION
Flow visualization has been used many times throughout history. It is generally
used to get an overall, or global picture of what is happening in a particular fib." field.
This information is usually used to determine specific areas of interest for further study
or quantitative measurement.
To visualize a flow field one must contaminate the flow with something that is
easily visible, preferably non-toxic and capable of accurately following the flow
[Ref. 9]. There are many particles that meet two out of three of these criteria but
very few that have all three. Some examples of particles that have been used are smoke,
helium bubbles, dust particles, and steam. Of these particles, some have better
characteristics than the others depending on each flow visualization situation. Particle
selectiou is usually based on:
1. the nature of the flow -- whether it is -teady or turbulent
2. the area of interest -- far from the surface, near to the surface, or on the surface
3. the recording method to be used - visual, video camera, still photography.
The two main areas of interest for this study were "far from the surface" and "nea'
to the surface." These terms are relative in nature, for example in this study "far from
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the surface" was more than 25 mm from the ship model's surface, usually the flight
deck's surface, and "near the surface" was less than 25 mm from the surface; 25 mm
corresponds 'o 4.15 m (13.5') on the real AOR.
To visualize these two areas required two different types of particles; smoke and
helium bubbles. Smoke was used to visualize the "near the body" flow because it was
easily injectable to the areas of intere-st. Smoke traces out streak lines. A streak line is,
by definition, the locus of all fluid particles that have passed through prescribed fixed
point during a specified interval of time [Ref. 9].
The primary disadvantage to using smoke was that, in turbulent flows such as used
in this study, the smoke streak lines dispersed quickly into an amorphous cloud. This was
the main reason that smoke was used only to visualize the "near to the surface" flows,
where the smoke streak lines still maintained their integrity. Because of the dispersion,
it was not possible to obtain clear photographs. Due to the problems with using
photography, illustrations, derived mainly from video recordings, have bee.- used to show
the smoke streakline patterns.
The other technique used was that of helium bubble flow visualization. Helium
bubbles are soap/glycerizi. bubbles filled with helium gas, which can be made neutrrlly
buoyant when passed through a centrifugal filter. These bubbles also trace out streak
lines when they are introduced into the flow. By studying these lines one can find the
average flow paths around the model; numerous examples appear in the results section,
later in this paper.
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Helium bubbles can be used in wind tunnels that have moderate turbulence (Ref. 9],
whereas many other types of particles cannot. However, the biggest disadvantage of
using helium bubbles was that the bubbles only reflect about five percent of the incident
light [Ref. 9], so careful selection and placement of light sources was required.
C. MODELING THE ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER
There are many sources of information on the atmospheric boundary layer. A good
discussion on how this type of boundary lay";: v.n b.' zbra.e.i:.ed. af f occurs over the
ocean, is available in Healey's, ihe Prospects for Simulating £)'e lfelicopter/Ship
Interface. Some information from that report is given below to provhiie the reader with
a small, but iprv.'arz:d atmount of background on some aspecir. c.f . . .,
bound-ry layer.
An atmospheric boundary laye cmanot be simulated in .in oi•.!Iwry v',.l tm.Io•
because these boundary layers have velocity profiles tdh~i, vaty with height. .,d fa't-.,hce
intensities that depend upon mean windsp !ed and swfact roughiers. Tlbi. is dr~stic..,
different, from toe usual low turbulence inienf:ity and near urtiiorm velocity pzofi',w, ioL;,t1
in r:irm.,l wind itinnels. There hre several different parameters thae art important in
and r•..odcdiog an atmospheric bcrndory layer. These pa-rantwers, Ge.,ordmig In,
ezevarc:
. the wi ns :,ed av,:ragec. ove, a pt.riad of time. ,his i. c.lled tbe reac : d.
2. .: sankard eciation 0 of ahe i-n.,iiud;~a4 (along wir.d) windsyeedf t'- -ons
•Lbot t•t.e m•eaci a Q,,•, he, Lidit. by the nwer: spcd, yiekC!s 1ýC Y(, :;ter
u"b le, c-,
3. The longitudinal length scale of the turbulence, which is a measure of the mean
length of the most energetic eddies in the turbulence.
4. The spectrum function of the turbulence, which indicates bow the energy is
distributed among the frequencies present in the turbulence.
A ship's airwake is a function of wind speed, ship speed and angle between the
wind and ship heading. These speeds are used to find the wind/ship speed ratio.
[Ref. 10]
One needs to know the wind/ship speed ratio because relative wind spercs do not
provide enough information to characterize the flow over a ship's fight deck. This is
because one cannot determine the correct amount of turbulence intensity in the tlk.., -a,,
only on the relative wind speed value. Most helicopter envelopes are written ii terms of
relative wind over a flight deck because this relative wind is eaa,,'k incasured, hcwcver
tb' accuracy of ship's anemometers are subject to question. A ship's reletive wind is
made up from the true wind velocity and the artificial wind velocity, Cf uncertain value,
created by the ship's movement through the atmosphere. The true ,Irici velocity over the
ocean carries with it an amount of turbulence intensity. Empiri.-al relationships are
available from the Engineering Sciences Data Unit, for neuir1l ,Ainds, which can be used
to ebtimaji ihe aihaounit of turbu..lenc i",ensj.y. re.•If H wever, the artificial
wind created by the ship's movement does not have aiy *utbulence intensity associated
with it. Thciefore a 40-knot relative wind create• !'y 10 knots of true wind and 30 knots
of artificial wind will contain a much lower tutolence intensity than a 40-knot true wind
blowing ,jv,:r a stationary ship deck. Tl-,: study simulates a stationary ship, thus
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assuming the worst case scenario which is a flow containing the maximum turbulence
intensity.
Exact duplication of every aspect of an atmospheric boundary layer in a wind tunnel
environment is not possible. However, there exists a method of modelling the wind
profile which has led to very satisfactory results. [Ref. 12] This method uses the
power law:
UAW ZAll
This equation relates windspeed and elevation, where u is the along-wind speed at a
specified elevation, z. The values of um and zw, are said to be the wind speed and
elevation at the reference point. The exponent, n, is a constant and should be the same
in both the real and modelled flows. In this study, z~f is the height at the top of the
boundary layer (788 mm) and the um is the velocity at that height. The n value was
determined to be ,.0 i. dur'ng the most recent calibration. A plot of the mean velocity
profiles, for differ. t p,.'nts across the test section, is shown in Figure 5.
Modelling the atmospheric flow around a ship is simplified because ship's are
sharp-edged bluff bodies and the flow patterns around such bodies essentially do not
change as long the Reynolds number is maintained above approximately 10,000 [Ref. 10].
The minimum Reynolds number value was 26,000 for this study, which allowed the
viscous-to-inertial simulation of the ship's airwake to be achieved using wind velocities
that were greater than 1.2 m/sec.
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Mean Velocity Profi les
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Figure 5. Mean Velocity Profiles in NPS Smoke Tunnel.
Analysis of the data from the clean tunnel indicate that the longitudinal length scale




This study used the Naval Postgraduate School's flow visualization wind tunnel
which nad been modified to simulate the atmospheric boundary layer for ship airwake
studies.
The tunnel is an open-circuit one, with air entering an inlet that measured 4.5 m X
4.5 m (15' X 15'). As the air entered the tunnel, it passed through a 7.5 cm (3Y)
honeycomb. A 9:1 ratio square contraction cone directed the flow into test section that
was 1.5 m X 1.5 m (5' X 5'), and 6.7 m (22') long, see Figure 6. The flow was then
exhausted into the atmosphere through a fan, which used variable pitch blades to control
the speed of the flow.
An observation booth was located on the side of the tunnel. A glass window, 1.6
m X 1.1 T, (5.2' X 3.5'), provided the primary viewing area from the observation room
and a second one, 0.4 m X 1.23 m (1.33' X 4';, was installed in the tunnel's roof. A
third window, 1.5 m X 0.6 m (5' X 2'), installed on the opposite wall from the main
window, allowed for horizontal illumination when necessary. The main viewing window
had sufficient area for most of the photography, with the top window used for
illumination and some vertical photography. A circular turntable was located on the floor





Figure 6. Top and Side Views of NPS Low Speed Tunnel (Ref. Bolinger)
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and the interior of the wind tunnel test section were all painted a flat black to maintain
low light reflectivity.
The wind tunnel flow simulated the neutral atmospheric boundary layer that occurs
in strong winds over the ocean. The boundary layer extended from the floor up to
750 mm (30") vertically. As discussed earlier in this paper, there are several methods
to create sheared turbulent boundary layers. In this case, the Counihan method was used:
four vortex generators that were the shape of a quarter ellipse, when viewed from the
side, generated the shear and the turbulence. See Figure 6. These vortex generators
were 0.75 m (2.5') high, 0.375 m (1.25') in the direction of the flow and 75 mm (3")
maximum thickness at the base of the trailing edge. They were constructed of aluminum
and styroloam. From a top viev, the vortex generators appeared wedge-shaped. The
same was true when looking from the test section toward the rear of the vortex
generators. Tapered rods were placed between the vortex generators to create more
uniform mean velocity profile across the width of the tunnel with an appropriate vertical
p. ofile.
To calibrate the tunnel, velocity and turbulence intensity measurements were made
using a hot-wire anemometi) systcm; the results are shown in Table I and Table 2.
B. MODEL
A four-foot model was constructed out of wood by "Memorabilia" in the
Philippines. The "area of interest", i.e. the rear half of the model, was painted a flat
black. It was made to scale with the use of excerpts from AOR blueprints provided by
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TABLE 1. TEST SECTION VELOCITY DATA (r/sec)
Z - Height from floor in millimeters
50 75 1100 1150 1 200 250 350
Y 450 1.63 1.78 1.87 1.91 1.96 1.98 2.10 2.22
Distance 600 1.66 1.75 1.83 1.86 1.97 1.97 2.10 2.15
from far
wall in 750 1.67 1.78 1.88 1.95 2.02 2.03 2.11 2.13
NPS
Smoke 900 1.65 1.82 1.89 1.96 2.07 2.09 2.15 2.23
Tunnel 1050 1.67 1.78 1.89 1.97 1 2.05 2.05 2.14 2.23
V.
= 2.83 ave. 1.67 1.78 1.87 1.93 2.01 2.02 2.12 2.19
n/sec V/v 0.59 0.63 0.66 0.68 0.71 0.71 0.75 0.77
o .016 .025 .023 .045 .048 .050 .023 .048
TABLE 2. TEST SECTION TURBULENCE INTENSITY DATA (%)
Z - Height from floor in millimeters
50 75 1100 1150 200 12.50 1350 500
Y 450 12.6 9.80 8.60 7.20 6.60 6.40 6.10 4.50
Distance 600 13.1 10.5 8.40 8.00 7.10 6.90 6.20 5.70
from far 750 12.0 9.20 8.20 6.90 6.50 6.00 5.10 4.70
wall in
NPS 900 12.8 9.40 8.40 6.60 5.90 5.50 4.70 3.80
Smoke 1050 12.3 10.1 8.60 7.00 6.30 6.00 5.30 4.40
Tunnel
ave. 12.5 9.80 8.44 7.14 6.48 6.16 5.48 4.62
o 0.43 0.52 0.17 0.53 0.44 0.52 0.65 0.69
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Puget Sound Naval Shipyard. The resulting scale was 1:164.75. Table 3 summarizes
the dimensions of the AOR ship model and the real AOR ship.
As stated earlier, a circular turntable was made to support the model. It was made
of 3/4" plywood with a hole the shape of the model's horizontal cross section. This hole
was sized so that the ship was supported and rested at its normal waterline as shown in
Figure 7, which is an excerpt from Jane's Fighting Ships.
TABLE 3. SHIP/MODEL DIMENSIONS
Model Ship
Length 4'(1.2 m) 659'(202.8 m)
Beam 7"(17.8 cm) 96'(29.5 m)
Flight deck height 2.94"(7.46 cm) 40.3'(12.4 m)
above the waterline
In addition, a 47 mm diameter hoop was constructed of 0.79 mm (1/32") diameter
wire. This hoop was supported from the center using wire, of the same diameter, by a
"T" structure, such that vertical wire was perpendicular to the hoop's plane. Figure 8
Figure 7. AOR Ship
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Figure 8. Illustration of Wire Hoop used to Represent Locus of
the Rear Rotor Tip of an H-46.
shows the wire hoop installed in the model's flight deck. The vertical wire was placed
in a small hole in the deck so that the hoop was supported at 30.16 mm (1 3/16") above
the flight deck's surface, which when increased to full scale corresponds with 5.13 m
height of thae rear rotor.
C. HELI BUBBLE GENERATION
Helium bubbles were generated by a bubble generator made by Sage Action, Inc.
A second bubble generator was constructed at the Naval Postgraduate School, by
Aeronautical department technicians, as a backup in case the first generator failed. A
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schematic of the two systems can be seen in Figure 9, which is an excerpt from
Ref. 14.
The helium bubble generator used compressed air, helium gas, and a small amount
of soap film solution. This solution, a proprietary mixture of soap, glycerine, and
possibly other additives, was also purchased from Sage Action. The bubble control
console used three valves to control the flow rates of the three components: air, helium
and soap film solution. Each component was delivered to a bubble generating head by
bal La
Figur 9. chemtic o Helum BbbleGeetinSsm(efBsados
2mn3ol
wal,,l"=md d n
Figure 9. Schematic of Helium Bubble Generation System (Ref. Biskaduros)
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a flexible tubing. Inside the bead, the soap film encapsulated an amount of helium and
was forced out of the head by the compressed air. The bubbles were then injected into
a vortex filter chamber. The filter was a plexiglass cylinder, with dimensions of 38.1 cm
(15") high by 17.78 cm (7") in radius, that used the injected air to form a vortex inside
the cylinder. This caused the heavier bubbles to hit the outer wall and burst or fall to the
bottom of the filter. The lighter bubbles gathered at the top of the filter or were
centrifuged inward where they collapsed on a tube located in the center of the cylinder,
and which extended down to about the middle of the cylinder. The neutrally buoyant
bubbles remained swirling in the middle of the filter and eventually were forced out
through this center tube. The bubbles then traveled through a 11 mm (7/16") flexible
tubing to a piece of bent metal tubing that had a 9.5 mm (3/8") diameter, which was used
to conduct the bubbles into the flow just ahead of the model inside the wind tunnel.
D. SMOKE GENERATION
A theater fog machine manufactured by Rosco Corporation was used to generate
smoke. The machine used their proprietary "fog juice." Due to previous difficulties in
earlier thesis work involving flow visualization using the same system [Ref. 15),
the output of the fog machine was ducted into a plastic drum 1 m (40") high and about
0.5 m (20") in diameter. This allowed the vapor to collect and cool. A small, variable
speed, in-line blower was attached to the drum to draw the cooled vapor along 3.175 mm
(1/8") diameter plastic tubes into the areas to be studied.
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E. LIGHTING
Several light sources were used in various combinations. Xenon arc lamps procured
from Sage Action, Inc. and Oriel Corporation were primarily used. There were two 150
watt lamps and two 300 watt lamps, all of which had attached collimation optics. These
lamps had an optimum color temperature range of 5000" - 6000" Kelvin and provided a
very white light. The arc lamp power supplies permitted variations in the current to
provide variable light intensity.
F. STILL PHOTOGRAPHY
A Hasselblad 2000 FCW medium format camera with Tessar 110 mm f2, and 150
mm f2.8 lenses was used for still photography. Accessories used with the camera were
a Bogen tripod, Polaroid film pack and an A12, 120 size film pack.
G. VIDEO
Video equipment used was a Panasonic WV-1850, 800 line closed-circuit camera
using 25 mm or .')) mm fl.4 automatic iris lenses, a Panasonic WV-5470, 850 line
monitor, and a Mitsubishi HS-423UR, 440 line super-VHS video cassette recorder.
H. COMPUTER SUPPORT
A Compaq Deskpro 386/25 microcomputer, equipped with a 80387 coprocessor, was
the primary computer used during this study. For permanent storage, the computer had
a 300 M-byte hard disk, a 1.2 M-byte 5-1/4" minidisk drive and a 1.44 M-byte 3.1/2"
microdisk drive. The computer also had 16 M-bytes of random access memory and a
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VGA monitor capable of displaying 800 X 600 pixels. 1be disk operating system used
was Compaq Microsoft-DOS version 3.31. Data acquisition was achieved through a
Metrabyte DAS16/16F analog-to-digital board installed inside the computer.
L HOT WIRE ANEMOMETER
A hot wire anemometer was used to initially calibrate the wind tunnel. This
ensured that the proper velocity profiles did exist and that the turbulence intensity, and
other veloci.y statistics, were as desired. Be!ow is the list of equipment associated with
the hot wire anemometry system:
1. Dantec 55R91 Hot Wire Probe
2. Dantec 550101 CTA Units and 56C17 Bridges and Signal Conditioners
3. Metrabyte DASH-16 Analog.to-Digital Converter (12-bit word)
4. Compaq Deskpro 386/25 Micro Computer
5. Metrabyte "Streamer" Software Package
6. Dantec "acqWIRE" Software Package
7. Three 20 m coaxial cables.
A triple-wire probe was used, which could determine the pertinent velocity
statistics within acceptable levels, so long as the instantaneous velocity vector remained
within 20' of the probe axis [Ref. 16]. The probe was held in position using a simple,
heavy lab stand. The characteristics of the hot wire probe are summarized in Table 4.
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TABLE 4. HOT WiRE PARA4.£'F:C
Diameter 8..9 riic.ron, I
Active Lengt.h .25 rtm I
Ambient Temperature Pesistanr.e (.6 ,Aims(alI wires) W
(2C C)
Temperature -iet of Resistawce (1.42%
IAjixinuj;, Ternperaoime 300 C
Minimurs: Vd!.-,j'.y •.2 n I s
FrequeNC',- 300 i,
Platbium Pited Tungzeo
,hu . w-re ;r, '.ometer was ,"ae up of ithree channels, one for each tedina:
., chart-- ":onsisted of the following:
1. a sensor wA:1 ..n the trip!c-wire probe
2. a 20 m c-,!:6:fl cable which connected the probe to the bridge circuit
3. a constart temperature anemometer unit
4. a ,'.rdge ,lircuijt
5. a signal conditioner.
A single frame, with a built-in power supply, housed the kst three !i•it,' ;.ms 'tor
all three channels. All of the above equipment was p,-':hased from the £•W!.:
CiA'ýToration and assembled into the complete hot wire anet-ometry system c. .ht .Na;,,
Postgraduate Schoo! by Professor I. V. Healey.
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The hot wire anemometer used three fine wires or films, as part of the probe. which
were heated electrically end placed in the flow stream. An incorporated feedback ontrol
circuit varicd the voltage. tcrxs each s•nsor wire so that the temperature of these wires
or films remained nearly constanL Then, via the calibration process, the voltage across
each wire could be related to the velocity of the flow stream passing over the wire. For
a more detailed discussion of h'.'. wire anemometers the reader is referred to Goldstein's,
Fluid Mechanics Measuremenws [Ref. 9]. The raw voltage signal was then passed through
the signal conditioner, which incorporated an adjustable low pass filter set at 1 kHz and
the amnpI•'Uh set at five. This amplification was done to improve the resolution of the
s.,stem, and brought the voltages from around 1.5 V to about 7.5 V.
After cortditioning, the signal was sent to the Metrabyte Dash16 Analog-to-Digital
converter. This unit was set to the unipolar position such that it converted the voltages
(0 t-rough 10 volts) to digital values (0 through 4096). These values were written onto
the computer's hard disk in binary form using the Metrabyte "Streamer" prcgram.
Foalowing the recording of the digital information, the Dantec "acqWIRE" software
package was used to proce:.s the data to determine the values of the velocity components
as well ais t;any other imporant flow parameters.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The main area of the ship superstructure which was of interest was the flight deck
area of the AOR, particularly the aft port corner of the flight deck. This area was
selected because the highest frequency of blade strikes occurred when the helicopter's rear
rotor was located in this region.
The relative angular measure used was measured clockwise from the ship's head,
therefore straight ahead of the ship was the 000" relative position and directly behind the
ship was the 1800 relative position. This measurement system Is consistent with the
relative angular measurements used in the fleet.
The ship's position was varied through the following yaw angles: 0", 30", 50%, 70",
90", and 110", all measured clockwise from the tunnel centerline to the ship's longitudinal
axis. This simulated winds varying from 000" to the 250" relative directions, which were
of particular interest because they coincided with most of the blade strikes on AOR ships.
No pitch or roll effects were examined in this study because of Johns' findings, reported
in his thesis study completed in 1988, in which he states:
As the observations progressed through many combinations of pitch and roll in the
static mode, it became apparent that there was no significant differences detectable
on the helium bubble photographs or video.
A. HELIUM BUBBLES
Capturing a three dimensional flow field on a two dimensional photograph appeared
difficult and it was. It required many long and laborious hours of set-up and trial-and.
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error to correctly match the lighting, camera position, exposure time and lens settings to
obtain a good clear picture. As stated earlier in this paper, helium bubbles reflect only
about five percent of the incident light. Therefore, they had to be illuminated with as
much light as possible. If, however, the ship model was illuminated with the high
intensity light, the photographs of the bubbles became totally wasbed out due to excessive
glare from the model's soyrface. The method that was found to work best was to
illuminate the air surrounding the ship model with high intensity collimated lights, with
the beams of light being very close but not touching the model, and to use a lower
intensity light to illuminate the entire ship area. This caused the helium bubbles to show
up as bright streaks and the softer light allowed the outline of the ship to be visible.
Unfortunately, each ship yaw position required a unique lighting configuration to obtain
optimal results. When helium bubbles were used to visualize turbulent flows, the
bubbles scattered and tended to avoid the regions of highest interest, such as recirculation
zones. There were two methods employed to overcome this problem. One was to
lengthen the exposure times; this allowed more bubble traces to be captured on the
photograph thus increasing the probability that some bubbles would enter the region of
interest. The second method was to Inject the bubbles as closely to the area of interest
as possible, but not so close as to significantly disturb the flow field.
The helium bubbles were introduced into the flow using a 9.5 mm (3/8") copper
tube bent around 90D in a smooth bend. This allowed the helium bubbles smooth entry
into the flow and maximized the concentrations where desired. The tube was placed in
the flow through a number of holes that spanned the tunnel floor horizontally and were
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about I in upstream of the center of the test section. Only one hole was used at any one
time, with the others being sealed. During the 0* yaw position the bubble input tube was
placed in the forward superstructure of the model. This did not appreciably affect the
flow and allowed for maximum concentration of bubbles in the area of interest.
Care bad to be taken to ensure that the camera was exposed to as little direct
reflection of the light beams as possible. This was done, when possible, by
photographing from an aspect that was just ahead of the plane of the rear hangar face.
When photography from the rear of the model was required, the lights were placed
slightly below the level of the flight deck and slightly ahead of the plane of the rear face
of the hangar. This allowed the hangar face and the flight deck to be in the shadow,
while the air just above the flight deck was brightly illuminated. The lighting
configuration utilized for each model yaw position is shown in Appendix A.
The Hasselblad camera was used for all of the still photography. The first step in
the process was to take pictures with Polaroid monochrome (3000 ASA) film to determine
the proper expo!.. settings. The second step was to take pictures with Kodak TMAX
400 monochrome film using the previously determined settings, except that the aperture
was opened by one stop. The film was "pushed" to ASA 1600 during processing.
Photographs were tzken through the main window from either a low, profile perspective
from ahead of the vertical plane of the model's helicopter hangar or from the rear port
and starboard quarters. Due to problems associated with glare and the need for high
intensity illumination of the helium bubbles, camera angles were r-stricted to a very
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narrow band. Most of the aperture settings used were in the range f5.6 to f16 with an
exposure time of two seconds.
Video recording was used in addition to still photography, mostly from the main
window of the tunnel. More ambient lighting was used to help the camera, which used
an automatic iris, to maintain the proper aperture. This additional lighting prevented the
bubbles from being overexposed due to the iris being too far open.
B. SMOKE
Smoke provided a very accurate, though limited view of the flow. Several different
corfigurations were tried, but it was found that a single smoke 3.175 mm (1/8") copper
tube worked best for introducing the smoke into the area of interest. This prevented a
large amount of smoke from accumulating over the flight deck and yielded the maximum
contrast between the smoke patterns and the background.
To deal with the limited view that the single probe provided, an imaginary grid was
used to divide the volume above the flight deck. This imaginary grid used the
intersections of six vertical planes and three horizontal planes as positions for the smoke
probe. These planes are shown in Figures 10 through 12. For the 0, and 30' yaw
positions, the smoke tube was also placed on both sides of the hangar and on top of the
hangar to the left and right of the model's helicopter tower. On average, thirty smoke
tube locations were used for each ship yaw position.
Smoke used to visualize the flow immediately adjacent to the upstream deck edge
was introduced through a straight tube that pointed vertically and was positioned just
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Figure 10. Illustration of Centerline, Port Side, and Starboard Side Planes.
- MID-DECK P1LANB.
Figure 11. Illostration of Forward, Mid-deck, and Aft Planes.
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Figure 12. Illustration o. Horizontal Planes.
below the deck edge. For the other positions, an elbow in the tube was used to introduce
the smoke horizontally over the fnight deck, from both the upstream and downstream.
It is of interest to note that the aft rotor system of the H-46 is approximately 79% of the
full-height of the haogar on an AOR ship. Variations in the smoke tube locations were
necessary to completely illustrate the different phenomena found during each model yaw
position.
Video recording was the only viable method to record the smoke streak lines. Still
photography was not used as a result of the previous experience of Johns who stated:
Attempts at still photography of the flow visualized by smoke proved fruitless. All
the smoke areas blended into each other with no discernible flow direction depicted.
Video segments were taken from the same aspects as those used for the helium bubble
research and were used extensively to make interpretative two-dimensional drawings.
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C. HOT WIRE MEASUREMENTS
A number of measuremerts were taken over the model's flight deck, and at the
location equivalent to the ship's anemometer, using the hot wire anemometry system for
each of the yaw positions; see Figure 13. This was by no means an attempt to map out
the flow but was used to get some quantitative data in the area. At the time of this study,
no quantitative data of any kind exists for the AOR class ships. It is hoped that future
studies that involve real ships, under real conditions, can compare their results with this
2
3
Figure 13. Velocity Measurement Locations on AOR Model
study to determine the validity of the modeling done at the Naval Postgraduate School.
Moreover, these data can be used in preliminary analyses of the motion of a helicopter
rotor in engagement/disengagement modes.
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V. RESULTS
To illustrate the various flow patterns, photograph's showing the traces of helium
bubbles and two.dimensional diagrams showing the mean streamlines are provided. The
photographs are a representative set of a much larger set taken throughout this study. The
mean streamlines are presented because the flow is very turbulent but does seem vary
around certain mean directions.
While helium bubble traces can visualize a larger volume of flow than smoke, given
turbulent conditions, it can be difficult to interpret the resulting photographs. It was
found that very few bubbles entered recirculations which brought air from the leeward
side of the ship over the flight deck. Smoke, on the other hand, provided a very accurate
view of the flow patterns and video recordings were used to construct two-dimensional
interpretative diagrams of the flow patterns observed from the smoke streaklines.
For the 000" and the 030" yaw positions, the diagrams illustrate the streamlines in
the planes shown in Figure 14. For the other positions, the illustrated planes are shown
in Figure 15. These planes were parallel to the aft hangar face and are located
31.75 mm (1.25"), 101.6 mm (4"), and 165.1 mm (6.5") aft of the hangar. It is important
to note that the flight deck's width narrows as one move aft from the hangar face. This
is shown in the rear view diagrams by contour lines, which indicate the shape of the hull
in the three different planes just described.
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IFigure 14. Diagram of the Planes Illustrated for the OD and 300 Ya%,w Positions.
Tbe top views illu~strate a plane which was parallel to the fligh~t deck's surface but
was elevated from that surface by half the height of the hangar, approximately 15.87 mm.
Figure 1S. Diagram of the Illustrated Planes for the 50', 700, 90', and 110' Yaw
Positions
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Generally, two distinct flow regions exist over the flight deck. One, shown as
Region 1 in Figure 16, was outside the curved shear layer that was produced by the air
flowing around the hangar. This region typically had a small recirculation just downwind
of the windward deck edge but was otherwise smooth. The recirculation was bounded
on the downwind side by a shear layer that attaches on the surface of the flight deck.
Figure 16. Diagram showing the Two Basic Regions
This attachment point moves rapidly port and starboard. The range of travel of this
attachment is shown in the diagraams by a dashed double-headed arrow just under the line
that represents the flight deck's upper surface.
The second, shown as Region 2 in Figure 16, was contained inside the curved shear
layer. Here the flow was dominated by recirculations, which were very three-dimensional
in nature. Everything about this region was unsteady, due to the extreme amount of
turbulence. A typical vertical recirculation is shown in Figure 17. The stueamlines
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Figure 17. Typical Recirculation in a Vertical Plane Inside Region 2
ending at circles pass out of the plane of the paper towards the reader and proceed along
the face of the recirculation.
Figure 18 shows a typical recirculation, when viewed from above, that was bounded
on the downstream side by a shear layer that attaches on the aft hangar face. The point
where this occurs moves port and starboard along the hangar face, with the range of travel
being indicated in the figures by a dashed double-headed arrow parallel to the line
representing the aft hangar face. During the study of some positions, it was found that
the attachment point would move downwind, starboard, and separate from the hangar
face. Where this separation occurred is indicated in the figures by an "X" on the
downwind end of the dashed arrow in the top view diagrams. This looked somewhat
similar to a bubble bursting on one side. After the separation, the shear layer would
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Figure 18. Typical Recirculation in a Horizontal Plane Inside Region 2.
swing out over the deck and a short section of this layer, very near to the upwind comer
of the hangar, would bend in toward the hangar and reattach again to the hangar face
forming a new recirculation which would repeat the process just described. This motion
was repeated with a nearly periodic nature with a average period between 1/3 and 1/5 of
a second.
A. 0° YAW POSITION
The AOR class ship is more symmetrical than most ships, having only one extra
replenishment station on the port side which far forward of the flight deck. This led to
very symmetrical flow patterns over the deck, as shown in Figure 19.
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the Port and starboard deck edges is more or less SMOOth as show s n F urs 22 and 23.r
B 300, YAWj pOSMO i Fgue 2 ad 3
p t her s. p s t o u i k y s o e th e s ig n ific a n t e f fe c ts o f Y a wi n g th e s h ip o n th e f l, w
pattrns Figures 24 through 26 show that the Port aft corner Of the flight was subjec!
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Figure 20. Airwake over Flight Deck at 00 Yaw.
Figure 21. Two-dimension',l Flow Patterns for Ccwt?,'-i'z Plane at 0' Yaw.
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Figure 22. Two-dimensional Flow Pattern for Port Side Plane at 00 Yaw.
Figure 23. Airwake over Flight Deck - 0* Yaw.
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to relatively smooth flow that had an upward component when it crossed the port deck
edge, This was also confirmed by the smoke visualization, with the resulting
interpretative diagram shown in Figure 27. The remaining area, approximately three.
quarters of the flight deck area, was engulfed in the very turbulent region caused by the
presence of the hangar in the flow. Figures 24 and 28 both illustrate that the flow
patterns behind the hangar are somewhat similar to those found in the 000' position, with
a large recirculation behind the aft hangar face. However, when viewed from above,
some great differences appear. The flow is obviously skewed to starboard due to change
in the direction of the relative wind, as shown in Figure 25. There was a significant flow
coming from the leeward side of the ship, which is evident in Figure 26 by a solitary
Figure 24. Wake over Flight Deck - 3Y Yaw.
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Figure 25. Wake over Flight Deck - 300 Yaw.
bubble trace that seems to travel almost the full span of the deck. Since this flow
originated from the leeward side, and the helium bubbles were introduced on the
windward side, very few bubbles entered this flow. More complete evidence was found
using smoke, with the resulting flow patterns shown in Figure 29. Figure 30 shows that
the flow coming around the aft starboard corner of the hangar rotates clockwise, that was
the only identifiable pattern in the starboard side plane.
As one goes to higher elevations above the flight deck, approximately 125% of the
hangar height, the flow rapidly changes to smooth flow in the direction of the free stream.
This was very evident in the smoke visualization but is also evident in Figure 25 and
Figure 26.
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Figure 26. Wake over Flight Deck - 3O'* Yaw.
Figure 27. Two-dimensional Flow Pattern for Port Side Plane - 30' Yaw.
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Figure 28. Two-dimensional Flow Pattern for Centerline Plane - 30T Yaw.
Figure 29. Two-dimensional Flow Patems over Flight Deck when View from





Figure 30. Two-dimensional Flow Pattern for Starboard Side Plane - 300 Yaw
C. 500 YAW POSITION
The 50' yaw position offered the unique opportunity to photograph the helium
bubbles from two different camera angles, one from just ahead of the hangar face plane
and the other from the ship's port quarter. Figure 31 very clearly illustrates the distinct
separation of the Regions I and 2, described on page 39 of this paper. The heiium bubble
traces over the aft port comer are very smooth; unfortunately they are also very faint in
the figure but are quite visible in the original photograph.
When visualizing the flow with smoke, a unique feature of this position became
evident. It appeared that the aft port hangar comer was shedding vortices, when the ship
model was viewed from above at normal video recording speeds. When the same
recording was viewed in slow motion, it was found that the recirculation which formed
near the aft port corner grew in size, and that the reattachment point moved starboard
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Figure 31. Wake over the Flight Deck When Viewed from Ahead
of Aft Hangar Face - 50' Yaw
towards a position where it would ultimately detach from the hangar face. This position
is indicated by an "X" in Figure 32. When the shear layer detached, the rotation of the
recirculation would continue but its center would move downstream at angle about 450
from the hangar face plane, as shown in Figure 33. This would happen very quickly, on
the order of 1/6 to 4/15's of a second based upon a camera shutter speed of 1/30th of a
second, and would repeat almost periodically. This caused the smoke streaklines to form
puffs and appeared similar to shed vortices, see Figure 34.
The aft-view diagrams show how very large, approximately 150% of the hangar
height, the recirculation region was in the vertical plane, and how very turbulent, as
shown in Figures 35 and 36. This proved to be the largest region of all the yaw
positions, see Figures 37 and 38. The windward tip of that recirculation would move




Figure 32. Two-dimensional Flow Patterns Illustrating Shear Layer Attached to
Rear Hangar Face - 50' Yaw.
Figure 33. Two-dimensional Flow Patterns in Horizontal Plane Illustrating
Recirculation Moving Away from Hangar Face - 50" Yaw
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Figure 34. Two-dimensional Flow Patterns in Horizontal Plane when Viewed at
Normil Video Playing Speed 50 Yaw.
Figure 35. Airwake over Flight Deck When Viewed from the Port
Quarter. 50' Yaw.
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Figure 36. Airwake over Flight Deck When Viewed from the Port
Quarter - 500 Yaw.
Figure 37. Two-dimensional Flow Patterns in Mid-deck Plane - 500 Yaw.
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Sc c
Figure 38. Two-dimensional Flow Pattems in Forward Plane - 50' Yaw.
I " IDEC.
PAI
Figure 39. Two-dimensional Flow Pattems in Aft Plane - 50' Yaw.
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figures by a dashed double-headed arrow just below the line representing the flight deck's
surface. This movement is surely linked to the movement of the reattachment point on
the rear hangar face described in the preceding paragraph.
D. 700 YAW POSITION
T"-e 700 position yielded results somewhat similar to those found for the 50'
position, but the recirculation area behind the hangar was not as large in the vertical
direction. The flow in this region recirculated in an elliptical p2ttem which had a larger
length-to-width ratio, than the 500 position. See Figures 40 and 41. This condition also
leads to much smoother conditions over the flight deck, as evi6enced by the straighter
bubble traces shown in Figures 42 and 43.
.mrzst.
Figure 40. Two-dimensional Flow Patterns in Forward Plane - 70' Yaw.
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Figure 41. Two-dimensional Flow Patterns in Mid-Deck Plane 
- 70' Yaw.
Figure 42. Airwake over Flight Deck - 70" Yaw.
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Figur 43. Airwake over Fligh' Deck - 700 Yaw.
Another notable differenc;e was that -.',c sht,& lay-: rcmaiael .,uact ec to lear
hangar face with the reattachment point moz.'ing pori and starboarl. F',, Lre 1A sbows the
flow patterns when the reattachment point i6 in its extreme pnrt location, wbi(e Figure 45
illustrates the extreme starboard location. In bc 'f o. .ese figures, one can wC- the !wger
area of smooth flow. However, the small recirculation C.at ik iLxcaitd nehr the pori deck
edge is slightly larger than that found in the 50' cwa... 2T.. recirc..ation iF .. :,...re in
Figure 46.
F. 90e YAW POSITION
I ,U'e 90* yaw positioa the model ship C. :.,e,-.• -:'..: i 0;,lated v'iM %s fI 270"
relihtiv.. The most obvious featre of ft fl,.;w patte,' w,.4s thb up',ard Pw over the port
edge, as spen in Figures 47, 48, sac 49. This upward flow made an angle of IS' to 20'
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Figurett 44. T~ ~ j e so a low Patterns5  in Horizontal plane Illustratinghetat Most Port LocatiOn 
- 700 'yaw.
p rI: .T o d m e l' n lF oRetah eta aten n H rzna
T wo~ d men Mo st Starow atrd s in Plane Iljus zratin,Reaua hmen at ost S arbo rd L o nai, - 700 Yaw.
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Figure 46. Two-dimensional Flow Patterns in Aft Plane - 70( Yaw.
Figure 47. Airwake over Flight Deck - 900 Yaw.
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Figure 48. Airwake over Flight Deck - W• Yaw.
Figure 49. Airwake over Flight Deck. 900 Yaw.
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with the horizontal and continued up and over the flight deck. Be'.Jw this flow was a
recirculation zone, as shown in Figure 50. This recirculation was bounded on the
downwind side by a shear layer that reattaches to the flight deck. From the video
irecording of the smoke visualization, one could see that this point moved very rapidly
back and forth over the span of the flight deck. However, the reattachment point usually
remained in the area between 25% and 75% of the span of the deck.
LIC
Figure 50. Two-dimensional Flow Patterns in Mid and Aft Planes - 900 Yaw.
An intuitive feeling about this yaw position might lead one to believe that the air
would flow straight across the deck from the port side to the starboard. However, that
was not the case. There was a very significant flow from around the port hangar face,
which created a shear layer. Inside the shear layer, i.e. inside region 2, there was a
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recirculAtion which was about the same size as found for the 700 position. However, this
recirculation had a range of travel that was greater, as shown in Figure 51. As in
previously discussed positions, this layer would reattach to the rear hangar face and move
toward the starboard side of the ship, Figure 52 illustrates the flow patterns present
when the attachment point is in its extreme port location. Unlike the previous cases, the
shear layer would detach from the hangar when it reached the starboard side of the ship.
The flow patterns for this condition are shown in Figure 53.
IJ Po'I LW(V
h~~ I Ix a •, Iyw•k~
Figure 51. Two-dimensional Flow Patterns in Forward Plane - 90" Yaw.
F. 1100 YAW POSITION
This position proved to have the greatest extent of smooth flow over the deck,
which was largely due to the almost complete absence of recirculations caused by the
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Figure 
.52. Twvo-dimensionaj lw Pat'ters- Ilustrating Reattachment Point at theExtreme Port Loction 
-90r yawl.
Fig re 3. wo~ ime sio a lo w' P te-rn's Illustrating Shear Layer D etached fromRear I4?"'gar Face 
- 900 Yaw.
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hangar, as shown in Figure 54. This smooth flow is strikingly evident in Figure 55 and
Figure 56 by the almost perfectly straight bubble traces. The air coming over the port
deck edge had a significant upward component and, like the 90* case, the angle was
approximately 150 to 200 from the horizontal. This upward component is caused primarily
by a significant recirculation that formed just starboard of the port deck edge, shown in
Figure 57. The recirculation was smaller in the aft plane, as indicated by Figure 58. This
was probably due to some of the air being able to flow around the fantail instead of
having to cross over the flight deck.
There was still a very small recirculation immediately aft of the rear hangar face,
as shown in Figure 59, but it was short in the vertical direction and very thin in the ship's
longitudinal direction.
Figure 54. Two-dimensional Flow Patterns in Horizontal Plane - 110' Yaw.
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Figure S5. Airwake over Flight Deck - 1100 Yaw.
Figure S6. Airwake over Flight Deck. 110"H Yaw.
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Figure 57. Two-dimensional Flow Patterns ini Mid-deck Plane - 110' Yaw.
-02 LEVI
Figure 58. Two-dimensional Flow Patterns ini Aft Plane - 1 10' Yaw.
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Figure 59. Two-dimensional Flow Patterns in Forward Plane - 110, Yaw.
G. 500 YAW WITH DEFLECTORS
In an attempt to eliminate some of the more unruly flow patterns, two curved
deflectors were constructed and installed on the model ship. Both deflectors were made
by cutting a 19 mm (3/4") diameter thin-walled tube longitudinally. The tube was cut in
a manner such that one-quarter of the circumfercnce was removcd to act as the deflector,
i.e. the resultirg arc was 90,. One deflector, 203.2 mm (8") long, was installed
horizontally over the l;,,rt deck edge. The ether, 31.75 mm (1.25") long, was installed
vertically in an attempt to turn the flow around the aft port corner of the hangar. There
was a 6.35 mm (0.25") gap between ship's surface and the deflector in both cases. Due
to the limited amount of time, only the 500 position was investigated.
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was a 6.35 mm (0.25") gap between ship's surface and the deflector in both cases. Due
to the limited amount of zime, only the 50" position was investigated.
The results of this attempt were mixed. The long, horizontal deflector seemed to
effectively turn the flow passing by the port deck edge. This eliminated the recirculation
that usually formed just starboard of that deck edge. See Figure 60.
The short deflector did not work very well, however. It appeared to turn the
flow only a small amount but seemed to increase greatly the turbulence and the size of
the recirculation that was behind the aft hangar face, as shown in Figure 61. This is not
desirable, but does prove that the deflector can influence the flow field. The adverse
DE .. . T OP I-0 U V
Figure 60. Two-dimensional Flow Patterns in Aft Plane with Deflectors
Installed - 50c Yaw.
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Figure 61. Two-dimensional Flow Patterns in Forward Plane with Deflectors
Installed - 50" Yaw.
behavior could be a result of having an improper amount of space between the deflector
and the surface of the ship. Due to the limited amount of time, this hypothesis could not
be investigated further.
When the smoke streaklines were viewed from above, they revealed a very strong
recirculation right behind the hangar. It was somewhat narrow in width but did oscillate
tngularly back and forth across the deck with the shear layer detaching and reattaching
to the rear hairgar face. The two extreme positions sbown in Figure 62 and Figure 63.
B. VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS
As stated earlier, in th.: E-4perimental Procedure section, a number of velocity
measurements were made. Five lcations around the ship were investigated. Those
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Figure 62. Two-dimensional Flow Patterns in Horizontal Plane with Recirct,!ation
Near Hangar Face - 50" Yaw.
Figure 63. Two-dimensional Flow Patterns in Horizontal Plane with Recirculation
Detached from Hangar - 50' Yaw.
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were: the ship's anemometer position, and four positions around the equivalent rear rotor
arc Of the H-46, as Gown in Figure 13.
A hot-wire anemometer, using a triple-wire probe, was used to take 65,536 velocity
measurements, per channel, at a rate of 2 Khz for each of five locations per yaw position.
This yielded a total sampling time of 32.768 seconds. These samples were processed
using Dantec's "acqWIRE" software. The numerical results of these measurements are
summarized in Table 5. The ,coordinate system used, considered the positive x-axis along
the tunnel's longitudinal axis in the downstream direction, the positive y-axis extending
out to the left, as one looks in the downstream direction, and the positive z-axis being
vertical. This system was used because it kept the velocity vector inside of a 20* cone
measured from the probe axis, which is required to make accurate measurements using
this type of probe.
Unfortunately, because of software problems, there was insufficient time to do a
detailed analysis of the results; instead the attention will be focused on a number of
important positions. Only the 50' and the 900 yaw positions were examined in detail.
For these yaw positions, two locations on the flight deck were considered; one inside the
the recirculation zone, position 2 as shown in figure 13, and the other outside the
zone, position 4.
An important factor in these measurements is turbulence intensity. The accuracy
of the measurements of the velocity components are highly questionable whenever the
turbulence intensity exceeds 30% for any component of velocity, as stated by Lomas
[Ref. 17]. Nevertheless, Lomas only considered an x-wir-- configuration in basically a
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one-dimensional flow. Under that condition, any fluctuations in the transverse component
of velocity would yield an infinite turbulence intensity. He did not consider the current
case where there are small but significant transverse and vertical velocities. Surprisingly
enough, there is little or no coverage of three-dimensional hot-wire measurements of
turbulent flows in the most of the available literature.
Another indicator of the validity of these data is the histograms of the velocity
measurements. The velocity distributions found from the free-stream flow are very close
to Guassian bell shape. Histograms which show very non-Gaussian shapes, such as for
position 2 shown in Appendix B, cast serious doubt on the acc,,acy of the data.
Of the two yaw positions chosen, there was only one point that came close to
meeting the criteria of having turbulence intensiti": le&. than 30% and the resulting
histogram had a Guassian bell shape, and that was for the 90' ykw at location number 4.
To provide more complete information for the 90" position, the spectrum functions of the
three velocity components as well as the longitudinal auto-correlation for location number
4 are provided in Appendix B. The three spectra, not surprisingly, show an almost
complete lack of an inertial sublayer, usually indicated by a -2/3 slope on the graph, and
a relatively uniform energy distribution up to about 100 Hz. In the absence of any other
information on the longitudinal length scale, a crude approximation involving Taylor's
from turbulence hypothesis, yields the value 137.25 mm which scales up to 22.61 m for
the full scale ship.
Not considering the velocity components that had tiwrbulence intensities above 30%,
some conclusions can still be derived. There is a signi,5icant drop in the longitudinal
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component of velocity in the 0' position due to the presence of the hangar, this is
confirmed by the earlier flow visualization. The measurements also confirm the presence
of the upward flow over the port deck edge in the 90' and 110' yaw positions. The actual
flow angles were estimated earlier as being between 15' and 20' which closely match the
22" to 250 found by the measurements. No conclusions can be drawn about the flow
inside the recirculation zones due to high levels of turbulence from these data.
Perry [Ref. 18] stresses the need for linearized circuitry when measuring
turbulent flows by hot-wire anemometry, hence it would have been desirable to take the
measurements with electronic linearizers in the hot-wire circuits. These units were
available and an attempt was made to set them up, but lack of time and technician support
forced the abandonment of the idea.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The flow over an AOR class ship has two distinct regions: one that is extremely
turbulent and dominated by recirculations and the other with relatively smooth flow. The
relative sizes of the two regions is very dependent on the approach angle of the wind.
The turbulence levels, and the size of the recirculation zones over the deck, were
found to increase as the ship was yawed and maximized at the 50" position, whereupon
the turbulence levels began to decrease until they were relatively small for the 110'
position.
Due to high levels of turbulence, all of the velocity measurements had turbulence
intensities in excess of the accepted 30% limit for at least one of the velocity components.
This casts serious doubt on the accuracy of the measurements that were made.
The most detrimental aerodynamic features of the AOR class ship were determined
to be the large square cornered hangar and the high flight deck. The hangar caused
massive recirculations over the flight deck in every case except the 110* position, this
lends credibility to the suggestion of putting helicopter flight decks forward of the ship's
superstructure.
The high flight deck caused a significant blockage to the air flow coming from the
side of the ship. This air was forced to rise over the flight deck this caused a
recirculation to form just starboard of the port deck edge. This led to a significant
upward component of flow as the air passed over that edge. If the deck was low to the
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water, the air would not have to rise s& drastically and would form a much smaller
recirculation thus eliminating most, if not all, of the upward velocity in the flow.
The high levels of turbulence, rapid movement of the recirculation zones, and the
significant upward velocity of the air passing over the port deck edge must be significant
contributors to the current blade strike problem on AOR class ships in the presence of
port-side winds. In an effort to identify local airflows that would be likely to cause the
strikes, the Naval Air Test CentLer was requested to provide information about the blade
motion immediately preceding the strike. The hope was, that the cause could be
attributed to the upflow near the edge of the deck or to the strong turbulent eddies in the
recirculation zone, and that appropriate measures could then be taken to control that
particular flow. Unfortunately, the NATC was unable to provide an answer, as of the
time of finishing this thesis. The only hope of alleviating the blade strike problem is to
tailor the flov, to eliminate some of the more unruly flow patterns with deflectors.
To aid in that endeavor, it is recommended to continue investigating airwake
aerodynamics with Leavy emphasis on flow tailoring. This can be done both numerically,
using computational fluid dynamics, and experimentally.
Some other recommendations are:
1. Make further measurements over the flight deck area of the AOR model ship
using a pulsed-wire or flying-wire anemometer or laser-doppler-velocimeter, due
to the high level of turbulence.
2. Investigate further the effects of the helicopter's fuselage on the flow field.
3. Compare the information derived from this study to that found from computational
fluid dynamics programs test the validity of their results.
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4. Apply the informition found in this study to future ship designs to avoid repeating
the poor aerodynamic qualities of the AOR class ship.
5. Prcvide badly needed technician support for the large amount of equipment used
for airwake studies.
6. Introduce a better method of producing half-tones or their equivalent, due to the
substantial losses in detail when half-tones are produced from clear, sharp pictures.





Figure 64. Lightfing Configuration for 0Y' Yaw Position.
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Fiur 66. lihigCniuainlo a oiin
Figure 67. Lighting Configuration for 70" Yaw Position.
SA8
Figure 68. lighting Configuration for 900 Yaw Position.
V.1C'. 2: ,:
Figure 69. Lighting Configuration for 1 10' Yaw Position.
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APPENDIX B









Fiur 7. VlctHitogram of V Component - 90' Yaw - Location 4
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Figure 75. Spectrum Function of V Component - 90" Yaw - Location 4
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Figure 77. Longitudinal Auto-Correlation -90"~ Yaw - Location 4
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